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To Substantively Consolidate Debtors and Non-Debtors or Not, That Is the Question
The power of a bankruptcy court to order substantive consolidation is one arising out of its equitable jurisdiction. There is no Bankruptcy Code provision that explicitly grants such relief, nor is there a provision of the Bankruptcy Code (the “Code”) that prohibits it. As a court of equity, the bankruptcy court has long recognized its power to consolidate substantively the assets and liabilities of different debtors for purposes of effectuating creditor distributions. Generally, when substantive consolidation relief is granted, (a) intercompany claims among debtors are eliminated, and (b) multiple claims relating to the same obligation/indebtedness (e.g., joint and several claims) made by a creditor against multiple debtors are reduced to a single claim. In the end, when substantive consolidation relief is granted, the separate entities of multiple debtors are disregarded so that creditors of multiple debtors will be required to assert their claims against a pool of combined assets.
 
Substantive consolidation relief is not frequently granted. Courts independently scrutinize the evidence supporting such relief and consider substantive consolidation an extraordinary remedy to be used only to prevent injustice.
 
Substantive consolidation is even more rarely invoked in the circumstance involving the consolidation of the debtor’s bankruptcy estate with that of a non-debtor entity. Typically, assets of a non-debtor entity are thought to be beyond the reach of a bankruptcy court, even if that non-debtor entity is an affiliate of, or otherwise closely related to, the debtor. Notwithstanding this general rule, certain courts have permitted the substantive consolidation of the assets and liabilities of a debtor with that of a non-debtor entity. The courts that have granted such relief (as they do when substantive consolidation relief is provided for multiple debtor estates) base their authority on section 105(a) of the Code, which gives courts authority to “issue any order, process, or judgment that is necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of [the Code].”
 
The case law is not uniform on the issue of substantively consolidating a debtor bankruptcy estate with a non-debtor entity. There are courts that reject the use of section 105(a) of the Code to substantively consolidate the estates of non-debtors with debtors, concluding that section 105(a) does not give courts unlimited power. In recent years, the opponents of substantive consolidation have cited to the United States Supreme Court’s opinion in Law v. Siegel1 for support. While Siegel does not involve substantive consolidation, its general holding is that “a bankruptcy court may not contravene specific statutory provisions” of the Code through an expansive use of section 105.2 The argument that non-consolidation litigants make is that the Siegel reasoning applies in the substantive consolidation context since such relief is not grounded in any specific Code provision, and the general administration of non-debtor assets and liabilities by the bankruptcy court runs counter to certain Code provisions. In particular, they point to the special procedures relating to the granting (or denying) of an involuntary bankruptcy petition pursuant to section 303 of the Code and argue that these Code provisions are improperly distorted if non-debtor assets can be administered by a bankruptcy court through the doctrine of substantive consolidation.3 The counter to the Siegel based argument is that the case is limited to situations where there are Code provisions that are expressly violated by the overly broad use of section 105, and that there is no such violation of the Code when substantive consolidation relief is granted between debtor and non-debtor entities.
 
This article surveys cases that have permitted substantive consolidation of the estates of debtors and non-debtors and attempts to synthesize the critical factors that lead to the rulings made by the courts.
 
Introduction: Definition and Origin of Substantive Consolidation
“Substantive consolidation is the merger of separate entities into one entity so that the assets and liabilities of both entities may be aggregated in order to effect a more equitable distribution of property among creditors.”4 Courts generally note that the sole purpose of substantive consolidation is to ensure the equitable treatment of all creditors.
 
There is no uniform test for determining when the power to substantively consolidate bankruptcy estates should be exercised. The Second Circuit’s approach enunciated in Augie/Restivo5 is one guide often cited. It established two critical factors that must be satisfied for substantive consolidation to be allowed: (1) whether creditors dealt with the entities as a single economic unit and did not rely on their separate identity in extending credit; and (2) whether the affairs of the two companies are so entangled that consolidation will be beneficial.6
 
Other cases have followed the approach enunciated by the D.C. Circuit in Auto-Train,7 where the focus of the inquiry was more of a balancing test as to whether substantive consolidation yielded substantially greater benefits than harm to objecting parties. In cases that follow Auto-Train, the proponent for substantive consolidation must show not only a substantial identity between the entities to be consolidated, but also that consolidation is necessary to avoid some harm or realize some benefit. At that point, a creditor may object to substantive consolidation relief on grounds that it relied on the separate credit of one of the entities and that it will be prejudiced by consolidation. If that showing is made, the court will order substantive consolidation only if it determines that the demonstrated benefits of consolidation heavily outweigh the harm.8 In the end, as contrasted to Augie/Restivo, Auto-Train chose as its overarching test the “substantial identity” of the entities and made allowance for consolidation in spite of creditor reliance on separateness when the demonstrated benefits of consolidation “heavily” outweighed the harm.
 
Still, other cases utilize a more “liberal” approach for granting substantive consolidation as reflected in the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in Eastgroup Properties.9 Those cases recognize that the widespread use of interrelated corporate structures by subsidiary corporations operating under a parent entity’s corporate umbrella for tax and business purposes justifies a more lenient approach for granting substantive consolidation.
 
The Third Circuit in Owens Corning10 came up with a different test. There, in deciding which standard to apply, the court concluded that while it preferred the Augie/Restivo approach to that of Auto-Train, it would opt for its own formulation. The Third Circuit held that substantive consolidation is appropriate when the entities either (1) “disregarded separateness so significantly [prepetition, that] their creditors relied on the breakdown of entity borders and treated them as one legal entity” or (2) “postpetition their assets and liabilities are so scrambled that separating them is prohibitive and hurts all creditors.”11
 
Whatever test is employed, courts consider many or all of the following factors in making the substantive consolidation determination: whether (a) the affiliated corporations have common directors or officers; (b) one corporation owns the stock of the affiliated corporation or there is common ownership of all corporations; (c) the debtor corporation has inadequate capital; (d) one corporation was organized to thwart the creditors of the affiliated corporation; (e) one corporation finances the affiliated corporation, including paying the salaries, expenses, or losses of the affiliated corporation; (f) the affiliated corporations commingle assets, liabilities, or business functions, including conducting business at the same location, using the same telephone number or sharing common overhead; (g) the affiliated corporations ignore corporate formalities, including not maintaining separate records, bank accounts and not holding separate shareholder and board of directors’ meetings; (h) one corporation uses the property of an affiliated corporation without paying for such services; (i) one corporation has substantially no business except with the affiliated corporation, no assets except those conveyed to it by the affiliated corporation, or the corporation’s assets could only be beneficially used in conjunction with assets of the affiliated corporation; (j) the affiliated corporations prepare consolidated financial statements and file consolidated tax returns; (k) one corporation, in its papers and in the statements of its officers, refers to an affiliated corporation as a department or division of the corporation; (l) creditors regard affiliated corporations as one unified entity; (m) important business of the corporation is conducted in the name of an affiliated corporation; (n) it is difficult to separate the assets and liabilities of the affiliated corporations; (o) the directors or executives of one corporation do not act independently in the interest of that corporation but take direction from an affiliated corporation; (p) substantive consolidation will not prejudice any group of creditors; and (q) affiliated corporations have similar purposes or objectives.
 
The seminal case in support of substantive consolidation of a debtor’s estate with a non-debtor entity is Sampsell v. Imperial Paper & Color Corp.12 There, an individual incurred substantial debts and thereafter formed a corporation and transferred his property to it. The individual then filed for bankruptcy in his individual capacity. The bankruptcy court found the transfer to the corporation, a non-debtor entity, to be fraudulent and ordered that the property of the corporation was property of the bankrupt estate and that it be administered by the bankruptcy court for the benefit of the creditors of the individual debtor as well as the non-debtor corporation. The respondent—a creditor of the non-debtor corporation but not of the debtor individual—argued that as a creditor of the corporation it had a prior right to distribution of the corporation’s funds. The order consolidating both the debtor individual and non-debtor corporation was confirmed by the district court but was reversed by the Circuit Court of Appeals. The Supreme Court reversed the Circuit Court thereby agreeing with the bankruptcy court’s decision to consolidate the debtor and non-debtor entities. It found that the bankruptcy court of the individual debtor had jurisdiction to administer the non-debtor corporation’s assets.
 
Cases Authorizing Substantive Consolidation of Debtors and Non-Debtors
A good case that illustrates the principles supporting the substantive consolidation of debtor and non-debtor estates is In re S&G Fin. Services.13 There, a creditor sought a judgment, which resulted in writs of garnishment that froze two of the debtor’s bank accounts. The debtor—a corporation—through its sole officer, director, and shareholder (“Galceran”) utilized an LLC, which was also managed by Galceran, to open another bank account in that LLC’s name and began depositing checks payable to the debtor into that account. Galceran also instructed certain of the debtor’s mortgagors to make checks payable to another LLC which he also managed.14 After the debtor filed for bankruptcy, the trustee filed a complaint seeking substantive consolidation of the debtor with the two non-debtor entities pursuant to section 105 of the Code.
 
The bankruptcy court held that the trustee met his burden of establishing a prima facie case for substantive consolidation under the two-prong test from Auto-Train.15 With regard to the first prong (substantial identity between the entities), the court found that test was satisfied because (1) Galceran controlled all of the entities, and the entities transferred assets among themselves without the observance of corporate formalities. The court ruled the second prong (balance of harms weighing in favor of consolidation) was satisfied because the benefits of substantive consolidation to the creditors was greater than the potential harm to the non-debtor entities, which were sham entities created to improperly shield the debtor’s assets from creditors.
 
The defendants in S&G argued that the use of section 105 of the Code to substantively consolidate debtor and non-debtor entities, instead of initiating an involuntary petition under section 303 of the Code or pursuing avoidable transfers pursuant to section 548 of the Code (fraudulent transfers), conflicts with the purposes of the Code. The bankruptcy court rejected those arguments, noting that substantive consolidation and the right to file an involuntary petition are two different remedies. It reasoned that imposing the insolvency requirement of section 303 would subvert the purpose of substantive consolidation, which is to achieve fairness by pooling the assets of affiliated entities for the benefit of all creditors. The court also noted that section 548 invoked a different legal test than the one for substantive consolidation.
 
The bankruptcy court in S&G then rejected the reasoning of cases that held that the bankruptcy court’s equitable powers do not extend far enough to expand application of the substantive consolidation doctrine beyond only debtor entities. It found this argument, which conflates jurisdiction with power, obscures the issue. The court noted that many circuit courts have recognized that a bankruptcy court’s jurisdiction over non-debtors can be quite broad, especially where the outcome of the proceeding could affect the bankruptcy estate being administered. Ultimately, the bankruptcy court concluded that, consistent with the holding in Sampsell, it was within the court’s equitable powers to allow substantive consolidation of entities under appropriate circumstances, whether or not all of those entities were debtors in bankruptcy.
 
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision in In re Bonham16 also addressed this issue. In that case, Bonham, the individual debtor, was the sole shareholder and director of both “WPI and APFC,” two corporations whose stated purpose was to purchase frequent flier miles available from various airlines or third parties at a discount and use them to acquire airline tickets, which were then to be sold to the public for a profit. Bonham issued short-term investment contracts in his individual capacity, as well as through WPI and APFC. Investors later commenced an involuntary bankruptcy proceeding against Bonham, in his individual capacity. The trustee, who expected minimal proceeds from the liquidation of Bonham’s personal assets, moved for substantive consolidation of Bonham’s bankruptcy estate with the non-debtor estates of WPI and APFC. The bankruptcy court granted the relief, but the district court reversed. The Ninth Circuit reversed the district court and remanded with instructions to affirm the bankruptcy court’s order of substantive consolidation. The Ninth Circuit applied the Auto-Train test and found that Bonham and the non-debtor entities were in the same business and Bonham commingled her assets with those of the non-debtor entities.
 
Recently, the Ninth Circuit applied Bonham in In re Mihranian.17 There, the debtor filed for bankruptcy and the trustee moved to substantively consolidate four non-debtor entities with the debtor. The trustee contended that the business affairs of the debtor and the non-debtor entities were so entangled that he could not accurately trace and unscramble the commingling of assets, and any attempt to do so would be so substantial and burdensome that no funds would remain for the debtor’s creditors. The bankruptcy court denied the motion, and the Ninth Circuit Appellate Panel and the Ninth Circuit each affirmed.18 Although the Ninth Circuit affirmed the denial of substantive consolidation, it expressly recognized the principle that substantive consolidation of debtor and non-debtor entities is appropriate in the right circumstances.
 
Substantive consolidation was denied in Mihranian because of procedural issues. Simply put, the trustee failed to give the requisite notice of his substantive consolidation request to the creditors of the non-debtor entities. Without such notice, creditors of the non-debtor entities were deprived of the opportunity to rebut the trustee’s request.
 
Another case that is instructive is In re Stewart.19 In that case, the debtors sought to substantially consolidate nine non-debtor entities by filing a complaint for substantive consolidation pursuant to section 105 of the Code in lieu of forcing the non-debtors into involuntary bankruptcy proceedings pursuant to section 303 of the Code. Although the bankruptcy court denied the substantive consolidation request, it confirmed four important principles. First, it stated that it had jurisdiction to enter a final order regarding substantive consolidation under Stern v. Marshall.20 Second, it acknowledged that in the right case, substantive consolidation of a debtor and a non-debtor was appropriate. Third, it recognized that the hurdle to establish substantive consolidation is high. And, fourth, it made clear that such relief will not be granted unless all affected creditors were given appropriate notice to challenge the requested relief.21
 
Courts that order the substantive consolidation of debtors and non-debtors reject the argument that the Supreme Court’s opinion in Law v. Siegel warrants a contrary result. In Siegel, the debtor filed for bankruptcy and claimed a homestead exemption under state law in accordance with section 522(b)(3)(A) of the Code. Although the Code “provides that exempt assets generally are not liable for any expenses associated with administering the estate,” the bankruptcy court granted the trustee’s motion to have the debtor pay a $75,000 surcharge after the exempt home was sold, making those funds available to defray the trustee’s attorney’s fees.22 Both the appellate panel and Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed but the Supreme Court reversed, holding that the bankruptcy court violated the express terms of section 522 of the Code when it ordered that the $75,000 homestead exemption be made available to pay the trustee’s attorney’s fees. The Court further ruled that the lower court exceeded the limits of its authority under section 105(a) of the Code and its inherent powers; that section cannot be used to override explicit mandates of other sections of the Code.
 
Owner Management Services,23 was a case that rejected the application of the Siegel reasoning to the debtor/non-debtor substantive consolidation issue. The court concluded that it was not modifying substantive rights granted under the Code and, in particular, it was not contravening any specific statutory provision. Similarly, in In re Clark,24 the Ninth Circuit distinguished the holding in Siegel, determining that ordering substantive consolidation for debtor/non-debtor entities does not contravene specific provisions of the Code. It noted that while the Code does not explicitly authorize such substantive consolidation, neither does the Code forbid it.
 
A common theme in these cases is that substantive consolidation is a well-established remedy and the courts are not contravening any section of the Code by granting debtor/non-debtor consolidation. Notably, there are other areas where the bankruptcy court has exercised jurisdiction over non-debtor entities to facilitate a restructuring. For example, the automatic stay has been extended in the appropriate circumstances to protect non-debtor entities.25 And, when a proper showing is made, certain courts have approved plans of reorganization that contain releases in favor of non-debtor entities.26 As such, the same test for the substantive consolidation of debtor entities is equally applicable to the consolidation of debtor/non-debtor entities.
 
Cases That Do Not Permit Substantive Consolidation of Debtors and Non-Debtors
The argument against substantive consolidation of debtor and non-debtor entities was articulated by the bankruptcy court in a 2012 decision in In re Pearlman.27 In denying a request for substantive consolidation of debtor and non-debtor entities, the court provided three reasons for doing so. First, the court held that section 105 of the Code only gives bankruptcy courts the power to do what is necessary or appropriate to accomplish the goals of the Code. It does not provide bankruptcy courts with unfettered power. Second, it noted that allowing substantive consolidation of non-debtors under section 105(a) circumvents the stringent procedures and protections relating to involuntary bankruptcy cases imposed by section 303 of the Code. Third, the court noted that remedies exist in state law for those who can establish that a non-debtor entity truly is an “alter ego” of a voluntary debtor and that is the proper path to follow.
 
In re Archdiocese of St. Paul & Minneapolis28 may be one of those special cases, where the Siegel reasoning properly comes into play for denying a motion for substantive consolidation. There, the request was to consolidate the estate of approximately 200 debtor and non-debtor entities. Significantly, those non-debtor entities were not-for-profit entities, and the Code specifically bars the filing of an involuntary bankruptcy petition against such entities. In effect, the bankruptcy court did not want to utilize substantive consolidation for a non-debtor, not-for-profit entity, when the Code protects such entities from being forced into bankruptcy. While the Eighth Circuit affirmed the denial of substantive consolidation,29 it expressly left open the possibility of substantively consolidating non-debtor entities with debtor entities in the appropriate case.30
 
Citing Archdiocese—but not Siegel—the Illinois Northern District Bankruptcy Court in In re Concepts Am., Inc.31 held that non-debtor substantive consolidation is not a remedy available to a court sitting in the Seventh Circuit. Like Pearlman and Archdiocese, the court reasoned that the use of section 105(a) of the Code to force an entity into a bankruptcy case conflicts with section 303 of the Code, which already provides a procedure for doing so. Moreover, the court noted that the trustee had the remedy of alter ego/veil piercing under state law. Further, in examining the “split of authority” on the issue of substantive consolidation of debtors and non-debtors, the court noted that the Seventh Circuit “has shown a distinct lack of enthusiasm for a bankruptcy court’s use of 11 U.S.C.A. § 105 and for creating rights based entirely on considerations of equity.”32
 
Conclusion
It is difficult to predict when a bankruptcy court will order substantive consolidation. It is an equitable remedy and the result is not only driven by a court’s view of the facts but also on its notion of what is fair under the circumstances and how far it is appropriate to extend its jurisdiction. In many respects, substantive consolidation is a judicial short-cut designed to achieve a specific bankruptcy objective: an efficient and equitable waterfall for creditor distributions. The Code’s estimation procedures set forth in section 502(c) is a statutory example of the special features of the Code designed to achieve an efficient process to facilitate creditor distributions.
 
Many of the factors supporting substantive consolidation also support state law creditor remedies such as (a) piercing the corporate veil; (b) establishing one entity as being the alter ego of another; and (c) recovering a fraudulent transfer between affiliated entities. Courts faced with substantive consolidation essentially need to decide whether taking the judicial short-cut of substantive consolidation is appropriate for the case, or whether creditors of one entity should be required to take the more cumbersome route of establishing claims against an affiliated entity through state law remedies or by means of an involuntary bankruptcy filing against a non-debtor.
 
Viewed in this context, it is not surprising that courts are more hesitant to grant substantive consolidation between debtor and non-debtor entities than between debtor entities. In some cases, the courts are troubled by being too aggressive in exercising their jurisdiction over non-debtor entities for what is in reality the sake of judicial expediency. Section 524(e) of the Code33 is a statutory warning that the discharge of a debtor’s liability should not discharge the liability of a non-debtor. Yet, substantive consolidation of debtor/non-debtor entities and the resulting elimination of joint and several obligations would arguably lead to the discharge of the non-debtor estate’s debt in contravention of file_2.png
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section 524(e) of the Code.
 
Other cases that deny substantive consolidation between debtor and non-debtor entities are simply more reluctant to take judicial short-cuts. They reason that either an involuntary petition can be filed against the non-debtor entity (or, if not, that circumstance should not be overlooked in denying substantive consolidation). For those courts, the cost and time savings in substantively consolidating debtor and non-debtor estates is not worth circumventing the involuntary petition procedures of the Code.
 
Arguably, there is a benefit in establishing a bright line test that the consolidation remedy should only be used for debtor estates. In some respects, it creates its own form of judicial efficiency. Yet, the bankruptcy courts are known for their flexibility in approach to achieve the greater goals of reorganization, efficiency and fairness. Hard and fast rules are sometimes viewed as unnecessary obstacles to achieving critical bankruptcy objectives. This may be why, in the right circumstances, the weight of authority appears to lean in favor of permitting substantive consolidation of debtors with non-debtors.
 
Finally, the substantive consolidation remedy is often invoked as a negotiating ploy by litigants to force a more favorable reallocation of the distribution pie for certain creditors. Far more often than not, the end result is a consensual resolution of the issue. That result is due in part to some courts’ determination that substantive consolidation is a costly and time-consuming issue. And, it is also because the answer to Hamlet’s question of “to be or not to be” is not easily answered for substantive consolidation as a general proposition and certainly is more uncertain in the debtor/non-debtor entity context.
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